LINE2design, Inc. Emergency Evacuation One Person Operation Stair Chair 4-Wheels - Yellow

Item # 70004-Y
Padded Handle
Adjustable Head Rest
with Safety Restraint

Track System
Heavy Duty Chest
Restraint

4” Rear Wheels
6” Front Wheels

Specifications and Features
Emergency Evacuation Stair Chair, 4 Wheels – Yellow







Product Size:
Folded Size:
Load Limit:
Seat Size:
Front Wheels:
Back Wheels:









Easy to use
One person operation/down stairs (under 175 lbs)
2 or more operators if patient is over 175 lbs
2 or more operators on steep stair cases
Head and chest restraints
Can be used on flat surfaces
Lightweight

35” x 20 ½” x 43 ½”
42” x 20 ½” x 9”
350 lbs
20” x 17”
6”
4””

6 ” Front Wheels

4” Fold Away Rear Wheels
System

Padded Handle
for secure grip

Folds Easily for Storage
1. Lower the handle completely
2. Tilt Emergency Evacuation Chair
forward resting on front wheels
3. Push rear wheel system under the
seat, making sure it is latched
4. Bring seat and back of the chair
together until completely folded

LINE2design, Inc.
1500 Crafton Avenue, Building 128
Mentone, CA 92359
909-798-1829
www.LINE2design.com
www.LINE2EMS.com
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PREPARING THE CHAIR FOR USE
1. Hold the Emergency Evacuation Stair Chair in an upright position.


2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Always perform a complete inspection on the stair chair before storing and prior to each use. Ensure the
chair is free from any defects and that the chair is working properly. Check all bolts, screws, safety belts,
wheel brakes, track system and handles are working properly.

Stand behind the Stair Chair, rest one foot on the base frame to steady the Chair.
Using both hands pull the handle up until the spring clips click into place.
Slide the head rest down towards theback of the seat.
Pull rear wheels out until they lock in place.
Tilt Stair Chair so it is on resting on all 4 wheels and push the seat down into a sitting position.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DESCENDING STAIRS
1. Always make sure the Emergency Evacuation Stair Chair is locked into the seating position.
2. Release brake on rear wheels to make sure the Stair Chair is stable.
3. Adjust head rest for the patient, secure patients head with strap.
4. Use the safety restraint to secure the patient.
5. If the patient weighs over 175 lbs, always use two or more operators.
6. Push the chair to the top step, making sure front wheels are even with the step.
**If using a second operator, they can support the front of the chair or assist at the rear of the chair.
7. Hold the chair securely. Never let go of the Stair Chair while patient is seated in it.
8. Tilt the chair forward and push the rear wheels under the chair seat so the track is able to sit on the
stairs without interference.
9. If using a second operator, have both operators hold on to the rear of the chair to support the weight
of the patient as the chair is guiding down the stairs.
10. Push the Emergency Evacuation Stair Chair down the first step until the track is sitting level on the
steps.
11. Guide the Stair Chair carefully down the stairs, position the chair straight on the steps to avoid tipping.
12. When you reach a landing, turn the chair by lifting the weight to the front wheels, push the chair
around the bend until it is level and even with the top of the next flight of steps.
13. Continue down the stairs, always keepng the chair level and even with the steps.
14. At the bottom of the stairs, tilt the chair forward and pull the rear wheels out away from the track.
15. Continue on level ground using all four wheels.
INSPECTION
EMERGENCY EVACUATION STAIR CHAIR










Always perform a thorough inspection of the Emergency Evacuation Stair Chair before
and after each use
Check that there are no bent, damaged, or missing parts
Check that the wheels rotate properly
Check that the chair unfolds and locks securely in the seating position before use
Check that the track system opens and closes properly
Examine the tracks for damage
Check the upholstery for cracks, splits, tears or damage
Check that the upholstery is secured to the frame
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SAFETY INFORMATION
 Only qualified and trained operators should use the Emergency Evacuation Stair Chair
 Always store instructions with the Emergency Evacuation Stair Chair for refrence and new users
 Ensure that all operators have been trained and understand the proper use of the Stair Chair
 Follow all local EMS protocols and procedures for evacuation when using the Evacuation Stair Chair
 Always use 2 or more operators when the patient weighs more than 175 lbs
 Use two or more operators when descending steep stairwells
 Use additional help as needed to control the chair
 Verify that the patient is secured safely in the chair using all safety restraints
 Remove any water, ice, snow, or debris from the track of the Stair Chair before using
 Remove any water, ice, snow, or debris from the stairs before descending stairs.
 Verify that Stair Chair is locked into position, and the brakes are released transporting patient
 Never exceed the maximum load capacity of 350 lbs
 Never leave a patient unattended in the Emergency Evacuation Stair Chair
 DO NOT transfer patient with cervical, spinal or unstable fractures on the Stair Chair
 Always inspect the Stair Chair before and after each use
 DO NOT lubricate track belts. Lubricated belts may be unpredictable and cause injury to the patient
and operators
NEVER LUBRICATE OR ALLOW LURICANTS
TO COME INTO CONTACT WITH THE TRACK SYSTEM

CLEANING & STORING











Always perform a thorough inspection of the Emergency Evacuation Stair
Clean the Stair Chair with a clean cloth or soft brush and warm soapy water
Rinse with warm water and air dry completely
Do NOT clean with products containing bleach or phenol
A stiff bristled brush can be used if necessary
Always clean the chair before storing
Make sure the chair is completely dry before storing
Always perform a complete inspection after each use.
Make sure the chair is NOT damaged and working properly before storing
Store in a clean and dry area
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